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ABSTRACT

A dispenser system chills Viscous edible compositions. The
dispensing system may have: a storage system for viscous
edible compositions; a composition moving system; a com
position chilling system; a cooling system; an electrome
chanical system control component; an electrical system pro
viding power to the dispensing system components; an
electrical communication among the electrical system and
dispensing system components; a sensor for detecting at least
one performance attribute on the moving system, the chilling
system, the cooling system and the control system; the sensor
providing signals to electronic hardware; the electronic hard
ware registering sensor signals with a time stamp; and the
electronic hardware configured to perform data analysis on
the time-stamped signals to direct and record specified unde
sirable performance in the dispensing system.
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INTELLIGENT MONITORING AND
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR DISPENSED
CHILLED FOOD PRODUCT DEVICES
RELATED APPLICATION DATA

0001. This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C.
120 as a Continuation-in-Part of co-pending U.S. patent
application Ser. No. 13/040,054, filed 7 Mar. 2011.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 1. Field of the Invention
0003. The present invention relates to the field of blending
and/or dispensing systems for chilled, viscous, food products
Such as Soft ice cream, custard, gelatin, custard and the like.
An intelligent monitoring system includes sensing devices
capable of monitoring operational parameters of electro-me
chanical components of the chilled food product device,
including but not limited to motor current sensing, Voltage
sensing, Volume sensing, flow sensing, temperature sensing,
times of operation for components, state of Switches, etc.
Moreover, intelligent systems can identify, by using analysis
algorithms on preferably time stamped data acquired from the
sensors, either deficiencies or defects in the apparatus, altered
states in the performance of the apparatus or components of
the apparatus (short of catastrophic failure, or gross failure in
performance that I visually observable) that indicates a need
for repair or servicing. Intelligent systems can derive time
dependent data using analysis algorithms relating to time of
use, Volume of product dispensed, etc. Intelligent systems can
also actively control subsystems within the machine if
needed. Finally, intelligent systems can present Such data in a
useful, easily understood fashion to an end user.
0004 2. Background of the Art
0005. There are many different types of preparation and/or
dispensing devices for chilled, viscous edible materials.
These devices tend to move volumes of materials at relatively
slow speeds So that variations in performance are difficult to
detect by visual observation alone. Small variations in per
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type dispenser for heat softenable food products): 4,479,423
(Continuous-flow type apparatus for pasteurizing batches of
product); and 4,461.405 (Apparatus for dispensing dry pow
dered material). These cited references are incorporated
herein by reference in their entirety.
0008. It would be desirable to be able to detect efficiencies
in performance which are indicative of need for maintenance
Such as even cleaning so as to alert users of the system that
repairs are desirable or needed. Additionally it would be
desirable to enable monitoring of product disbursement
parameters such as Volumes, temperatures, flow rates, time in
use, peak usage periods, alarm generation on errors, time to
clean, refill, etc. Finally, it would be useful to present this data
to an end user Such as an owner and/or maintenance personnel
in a utilitarian, easily understandable fashion.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0009. A sensing system reads one or more parameters of
performance in a blending/dispensing system, transmits
sensed information to a processor that executes code to deter
mine sensed operating parameters, and transmits control sig
nals to operating elements in the system to maintain or alter
operating conditions or operating performance of the operat
ing elements. The sensing system feeds sensed performance
information to hardware (e.g., a processor or program specific
hardware, e.g., field programmable gated array or ASIC) to
identify variations in that specific performance characteristic
that identifies a servicing need in the blending/dispensing
system. Upon identification of a level r variation in that spe
cific performance characteristic, early servicing can be
effected.

0010. The sensing system may be built into an original
blending/dispensing system or retrofit into an existing blend
ing/dispensing system. By selection of specific characteris
tics of performance unique to individual systems or generic to
all blending/dispensing systems, the sensing system and the
hardware indicate the need or even degree of need for servic
1ng.

formance can be indicative of numerous undesirable deficien
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cies in components, efficiency or maintenance of the device.
Often, the small variations may be indicative of the need for
specific maintenance or parts replacement. These Small varia
tions are not necessarily easily observed by the user, so pre
diction of failure in the systems is difficult.
0006 Current devices also offer little benefit to the end
user in the form of direct feedback on operational parameters
Such as time in use, individual components time of use, mate
rial Volume dispensed, or critical food service parameters
Such as time since it was last cleaned, filled, product was
drawn, storage temperatures, etc. Current device technology
offers none of these monitoring capabilities either locally or
remotely. It is left to the device operator to devise a method for
monitoring the aforesaid parameters and derive important

0011 FIG. 1 shows a schematic drawing of a blending/
dispensing system to which a sensing system may be attached

time sensitive conclusions. Current devices also offer no

time-history of operational parameters for the end user.
0007 Among the various types of apparatus useful for the
blending and/or dispensing of viscous materials include Pub
lished U.S. Application Document Nos. 20100116846:
2010.0122539; 20100075013; 20080140437; and
2009001 6150; and U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,907,743; 6,637,214:

6,145,701; 5,743,639; 4,732,013 (Freezer with helical
scraper blade); 4,580,905 (Flavor mixing and dispensing
device for frozen confection machines); 4,544,085 (Pump

therein.

0012 FIG. 2 shows a flow diagram of a processing system
according to the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Description of Current Soft Ice Cream Machines:
0013 The chilled food product (CFP) monitoring system
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. (the parent
patent application has been enhanced by adding hardware and
Software elements allowing active and Substantive control of
the CFP machine (CFPM) by a processor executing code
automatically or upon user command entry in response to
sensed information during monitoring. The controller inter
faces with the end user via the original or modified thin client
interface or a new graphical touch screen display. The new
control elements eliminate the need to retain legacy control
elements of refurbished CFPMs acting as a direct, drop in
replacement. Additionally, the new controller can be used in
newly designed CFPMs.
0014 Soft ice cream machines (and their derivatives such
as “Slurpy'TM beverage and shake machines) come in a large
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number of different configurations. The operating principals
for all are similar. First, define several terms and concepts:
0015 cooling in referring to the edible material, it
means to reducing its temperature to a point for safe food
handling Such as your refrigerator (approx. 35 degrees)
0016 cooling in referring to the machine, it means
eliminating the waste heat generated during operation of the
device

0017 Material cooling in referring to the edible mate
rial, it means to reducing its temperature to a point for
safe food handling Such as your refrigerator (approx. 35'
F.)
0018 System cooling in referring to the machine, it
means eliminating the waste heat generated during
operation of the device
0019 chilling in referring to the edible material, it
means reducing its temperature well below freezing to pro
duce a semi-solid (while beating the Solid to prevent complete
solidification).
The chilled food product (CFP) monitoring system described
in the first patent application (U.S. patent application Ser. No.
13/040,054, filed 7 Mar. 2011) has been enhanced by adding
hardware and software elements allowing control of the CFP
machine (CFPM). The controller interfaces with the end user
via the original thin client interface or a new graphical touch
screen display. The new control elements eliminate the need
to retain legacy control elements of refurbished CFPMs act
ing as a direct, drop in replacement. Additionally, the new
controller can be used in newly designed CFPMs.
on)
0020 Work work performed in the physics or engineer
ing sense as measured by Joules, etc.
0021 electrical refers to higher voltage, AC circuitry
often performing Work such as motors or devices enabling the
performance of work Such as contactors
0022 electronics—refers to lower voltage DC circuitry
not performing Work but controlling the electrical Work via
relays and/or solid State circuitry and sensing the current state
of subsystems within the system
0023 IC Integrated Circuit
0024 logic signal—low voltage DC signal found in IC
electronics, usually 5-15V, depending on the IC technology
0025 ADC Analog to Digital Convertor
0026 CT current transformer—a type of transformer
that induces a current in a secondary coil when a current flows
in a primary coil
0027. VT Voltage transformer—a type of transformer
that changes a high Voltage level on a primary coil to a lower
Voltage level on a secondary coil. Used to measure high
voltages beyond the range of ADC electronic circuitry.
0028 RMS Root Mean Square—a measure of AC
power carrying potential. 240VAC is over 360V peak-to-peak
Voltage making power calculations more difficult since power
is related to the integral of Voltage, not peak value.
0029. IO Input/Output—a standard term in micropro
cessor monitoring systems indicating direct connection
with a processor. It can be a single line or a group of lines
as a bus.

0030 HTML HyperText Markup Language the stan
dard language all web browser use
0031 HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol the method
by which HTML is transferred
0032 CGI Common Gateway Inteface—a standard
for communication between HTTP servers and other

programs so a program running on a processor can gen
erate the
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0033 HTML code necessary to interact with a remote
browser rather than serving static web pages. This
allows the user to interact with the device in a real time

fashion Such as reading operation parameters.
0034. Thin Client Term refering to a computer that
depends on another computer to run Software rather than
running the software itself. For an embedded web server, it
serves web pages of information that other computers can
access without any specialized software running on the
remote computer other than a standard web browser. This
differs from classic system monitoring approaches that often
need specialized software installed on every computer that
may interact with the embedded web server.
0035 CTL board Control board typically incorporating
digital logic, a CPU, signal conditioning circuitry and
communication capability.
0.036 PWR board Power supply board with circuitry for
generating DC voltages for use throughout the system
and relays for driving higher Voltage AC circuits.
0037 Barrel The component of a chilled food product
machine that freezes the product. It typically will have a
beater for turning the product while freezing. Most com
mercial machines consist of 1 or 2 barrels.

0038 Beater/scraper the rotating assembly within a barrel
that churns the frozen concoction

0039. CFP Chilled Food Product
0040 Orthogonal implies independence in direction, as
in mathematically, orthogonal vectors have no common
component basis vectors, for systems design, to seperate
independent actions of the system
0041 polyphase indicates 3 phase power
0042 CT current transformer—a type of transformer
that induces a current in a secondary coil when a current flows
in a primary coil
0043. VT Voltage transformer—a type of transformer
that changes a high Voltage level on a primary coil to a lower
Voltage level on a secondary coil. Used to measure high
voltages beyond the range of ADC electronic circuitry.
0044) RMS Root Mean Square—a measure of AC
power carrying potential. 240VAC is over 360V peak-to-peak
Voltage making power calculations more difficult since power
is related to the integral of Voltage, not peak value.
0.045 IO Input/Output—a standard term in micropro
cessor monitoring systems indicating direct connection
with a processor. It can be a single line or a group of lines
as a bus.

0046) HTML HyperText Markup Language the stan
dard language all web browser use
0047. HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol the method
by which HTML is transferred
0.048 CGI Common Gateway Interface—a standard
for communication between HTTP servers and other

programs so a program running on a processor can gen
erate the HTML code necessary to interact with a remote
browser rather than serving static web pages. This
allows the user to interact with the device in a real time

fashion Such as reading operation parameters.
Theory of Operation
0049. Some forms of edible, liquid material are chilled and
held in a hopper for batch or continuous dispensing. The
material to be chilled is cooled by some form of cooling
means, while sitting in the hopper, to an intermediate tem
perature meeting safe food handling guidelines (it is not nec
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essarily cooled to freezing temperatures at this time). There is
a method for the material to be moved from the hopper into a
chiller and mixer device (usually this is gravity, although it
may be powered by Screws, pumps, pressure differentials and
the like). When the material moves to the mixing device, a
second cooling means often chills the material to a lower or
even freezing temperatures while a mixing device, called a
beater, stirs the mix (in the most basic configuration, the same
cooling means and some crossover Valving are used to
accomplish cooling at two different temperatures). All of this
Work generates a lot of waste heat and so there is some form
of systemic cooling for the machine itself. This can be as
simple as convective flow but is usually done with airflow
using fans and/or water flow over a heat exchanger.
0050. The Work of cooling, chilling and mixing is per
formed by electric motors. The electric motors are typically
controlled by simple processing electronics hardware using a
series of interfaces that transform the low Voltage logic sig
nals of the processing electronics into control of higher AC
voltages for the motors. This transfer is accomplished via DC
relays and AC electrical contacts.
0051) To determine when to operate the various compo
nents of the device, the system is outfitted with several sen
sors to determine temperature of the material in the hopper,
temperature of the material in the mixer and usually the
amount of Work being performed by the mixer (by partially
measuring current flow to the motor performing beater
Work). The output of these sensors is a voltage level that is a
transformation (e.g., linear or scholastic) of the temperature
in degrees into a Voltage level or current draw in amps into a
voltage level. The output of these sensors is inputted to the
electronics processing hardware.
0052. The electronics processing hardware in more mod
ern Systems is microprocessor based. The sensor output is
converted in an ADC into a binary representation of the mea
Sured Voltage. Desired temperature and amperage set-points
are generated by a variable Voltage circuit that is user adjust
able. The set-point voltages are also converted by an ADC
into a binary representation of the setpoint Voltage. The
microprocessor then compares the two binary representa
tions and decides when to turn the various Work components
O.

0053. In older systems the processing hardware is as
simple as discreet electronic components (using a comparator
IC) comparing the two Voltages from the sensor and the
set-point Voltage generator and outputting a logic level signal
for control of the Work components.
The Most Basic Configuration of the Underlying Technology
to which Automated Control is Added

0054. In a most basic configuration, the underlying
machine will comprise:
0055 1. mechanical frame that holds the various com
ponents

0056 2. a container (hopper) for holding the edible
material

0057 3. a way to cool the hopper
0.058 a.. using a basic refrigeration device composed
of:

0059)
0060
0061
0062
0.063

i. motor to perform Work
ii. compressor
iii. condenser
iv. evaporator
v. expansion valve
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0064. 4. a beating device for the material
0065 5. a way to chill the beating device (NOTE: the
chiller is usually a cooling device capable of cooling to
lower temperatures than the hopper cooler)
0.066 a.. using a basic refrigeration device composed
of:

0067 i. motor to perform Work
0068 ii. compressor
0069 iii. condenser
0070) iv. evaporator
0071 v. expansion valve
0.072 6. a way to cool the motors used for cooling and
chilling
0073 a. may, by way of non-limiting examples, be
fan powered by a motor to perform Work
0.074 7. electrical circuitry for providing electricity to
the motors as single phase 24OVAC
0075 8. electronics circuitry to control the electrical
circuitry
0.076 9. electronics circuitry to provide a user interface
for operation of the device
Options to the Basic Configuration
(0077. The devices take many forms.
The first aspect to be described is as an alternate device that
may or may not be available as an option to the basic form, but
may be separately provided as a distinct system or as an
add-on to more advanced systems. In that case, the cooling
and chilling is performed by a single refrigeration apparatus
and solenoid controlled valving is used to switch between the
two refrigeration needs. In this case, the basic configuration is
the same as above without the second refrigeration section but
adding some Solenoid controlled Valving components.
Other Options:
0078 1. water flow to cool the components controlled by a
solenoid valve

(0079 2. operation on 3 phase VAC
0080) 3. multiple hoppers
I0081. 4. multiple beaters
I0082 5. multiple refrigeration circuits
I0083. 6. multiple controls
I0084. The presently disclosed technology and invention
relates to a monitoring and control system tailored to the
needs of personnel whose modes of interaction with frozen
edible cooling and delivering system, Such as an ice cream
machine. The systems are to be owned, leased, operated,
maintained and/or sold as part of an addition to the known
background technology of the frozen edibles machines pre
viously described. The needs for each mode of interaction
with the device vary. For instance, an owner may want to
know time in use, amount dispensed, material levels, power
consumption, etc. A lessee/lessor on a time based contract
would also want to know time in use. The machine operator
may want to know if the machine requires cleaning, mainte
nance, addition of product, etc. Maintenance personal may
wish to know operational parameters that may assist them in
troubleshooting and maintaining the device (same for a les
sor). Finally sales personnel may want to offer Such a moni
toring system as a significant advantage over competitors
similar machines without monitoring capability.
I0085. One aspect of the present invention is to provide
greater ease of use to all users by providing in-depth infor
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mation concerning operational parameters and statistics
using both current and historic data from at least individual
dispensing systems. Additionally, derived information will be
provided that uses current and historical data to reach some
conclusion concerning the operation and state of the machine.
Such derivation may be accomplished in a number of differ
ent ways as simple as table look-up or as complex as neural
net processing for separation of linearly independent operat
ing parameters indicating state, error or other operational
conditions of interest.

I0086. While in the practice of the present invention new
machines may be constructed with this ability, current
machines in use and/or machines being refurbished for reuse
may have such a system installed as a retrofitkit. This enables
even older machines to offer state-of-the-art monitoring and
control for a fraction of the cost of purchasing a new machine.
0087. The operational parameters and statistical informa
tion in both current and historical format will be provided to
the end user in several ways. One way may be via direct
interaction with the system using a device Such as an LCD
touch screen that the user may interact with, receiving infor
mation by direct readout and/or controlling the machine
directly. More commonly, it is expected that user interaction
will be using a web browser. For instance, if an end user
connects to a machine via Ethernet (or Zigbee or USB, etc)
and requests information that may be current, historic or
derived, the system will provide CGI generated web pages
providing that information. CGI generation also allows feed
back control of the device from a remote location. In this

fashion, an end user can interact with the machine whether

located locally or remotely.
0088. The monitoring system, when appropriate commu
nications such as Ethernet is enabled, will be capable of
communication with a remote server to download current,

historic and derived data to the remote server for archiving. In
this instance, an end user may use the remote server to request
the current, historic and/or derived data indirectly without
need to connect directly to the machine. The remote server
generates web pages in the same CGI fashion as the device
itself for consumption by the end user. Standard commer
cially available hardware (PC or MAC system, as well as
proprietary LINUX and private systems may also be used,
along with commercial and/or proprietary Software). Hard
wired or WiFi transmission of information, or direct down

loading of the information into storage devices (floppies,
CDs, DVDs, USB memory sticks and newer technologies)
may also be used.
0089 Additionally, the monitoring system may be capable
of operating peripheral components of the machine directly
whether they are original components or additional compo
nents added during retrofit and/or refurbishment. For
instance, in a lessee/lessor arrangement, the lessor may wish
to inhibit operation of the machine in the event of non-pay
ment. The control capability may extend to replacing the
original controller of a refurbished machine completely.
0090 FIG. 1 shows a cutaway view of an apparatus to
which the sensing technology and systems of the present
invention may be attached. The sensor and wired or non
wired communication system is appropriately and position
ally affixed to sense the specific data, signal, parameter
desired for that particular sensor.
0091. In particular, as illustrated in FIG. 1, the main pro
cessing circuit 5 has a freezing chamber 4, and a refrigerating
unit 7 schematically illustrated and consisting of a motor
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driven compressor, a condenser and an evaporator (of the
known type and therefore not described and illustrated in
detail) connected to the freezing chamber 4.
0092. The freezing chamber 4 and the mixing chamber 6
together form a processing chamber 37.
0093. The freezing chamber 4 has a substantially cylindri
cal shape and forms a rear end 4a connected to the tank 3 and
afrontend 4b forming the above-mentioned outfeed end5b of
the main processing circuit 5.
0094. The product to be processed is fed by a gear pump 8,
positioned at the tank 3 and in communication with the latter
with an intake pipe 8a for drawing the product from the tank
3 and sending it through a delivery pipe 8b to the rear end 4a
of the freezing chamber 4.
0.095 Extending inside the freezing chamber 4 there may
be a stirrer 9 designed to feed forward the product to be
processed from the rear end 4a to the front end 4b. The stirrer
9 consists of a screw feeder 9a driven to rotate about its own

axis by respective movement means 10 Such as a gear motor
unit and able to push the product towards and into a dispenser
tap 11 mounted on the front end 4b of the freezing chamber 4.
0096. In particular, the dispenser tap 11 projects outside
the frame 2 from a front wall of the frame 2 and inside forms

the mixing chamber 6. The tap 11 also comprises an outfeed
pipe 12 through which the ice cream or ice cream shake fed
into the mixing chamber 6 is made to come out by Suitable
dispensing means 13 of the known type and therefore not
described and illustrated in detail.
0097. The dispensing means 13 may comprise a mixing
element 14 rotatably inserted in the mixing chamber 6 to mix
the product to be processed inserted in the chamber 6 as
described in more detail below. The dispensing means 13 also
may comprise an actuator 15 able to move in the mixing
chamber 6 to open and close holes for delivery of the ice
cream or ice cream shake towards the outfeed pipe 12.
0098. The actuator 15 is preferably a piston operated elec
tronically or manually using Suitable levers, which can be
inserted in the mixing chamber 6.
0099. The machine 1 in FIG. 1 also may comprise an
auxiliary processing circuit 16 extending inside the box
shaped frame 2 and having an infeed end 16a connected to a
tank 17 for containing a diluting liquid, and an outfeed end
16b connected to the mixing chamber 6. In particular, the
auxiliary processing circuit 16 is designed to supply to the
mixing chamber 6 a diluting liquid Such as water or milk, for
making the ice cream shake. The auxiliary processing circuit
16 may have a heating element 18 interposed between the
tank 17 and the outfeed end 16b which is designed to heat the
liquid Supplied to the mixing chamber 6.
0100 Advantageously, the tank 17 may be equipped with
respective heating or cooling means not illustrated in the
accompanying drawings and set up to keep the diluting liquid
at a predetermined temperature. The auxiliary processing
circuit 16 also comprises a pump 19 interposed between the
heating element 18 and the outfeed end 16b, for feeding the
liquid from the tank 17 to the mixing chamber 6. Advanta
geously, the machine 1 also comprises at least one circuit 20,
also housed in the box-shaped frame 2, for feeding a flavoring
syrup. It should be noticed that FIG. 1 illustrates by way of
example and therefore without limiting the scope of the
invention two feed circuits 20 for respective syrups intended
to give the ice cream or ice cream shake made a specific flavor.
However, there may be any number of syrup feed circuits 20,
depending on the variety of flavors to be given to the products
dispensed by the machine 1. Each syrup feed circuit 20 has a
respective infeed end 20a connected to a tank 21 for contain
ing the syrup and an outfeed end 20b connected to the mixing
chamber 6. The circuit 20 also comprises a syrup feed pump
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22 for Supplying the syrup to the mixing chamber 6 after a
respective command, as described in more detail below. The
machine 1 also comprises means 23 for selecting the type of
product, which can be switched between an ice cream dis
pensing condition and an ice cream shake dispensing condi
tion.

0101 Underlying Theory of Operation
0102. In operation, the monitoring system monitors the
operational state of the machine and records that state, pref
erably with a corresponding time-stamp. In this fashion, cur
rent and historic data concerning the operational parameters
of the machine can be displayed for the end user, with time
stamps or merely in chronological order. Often, the greater
utility is with the ability to derive new data from the time
history of the machine State. For instance, the amount of
material dispensed can be inferred by the number of times the
draw switch is opened and the length of time it remained
open. Or from a maintenance perspective, the operational
condition of components such as a motor may be inferred by
knowing Voltages, current draw and temperature of the motor.
It is this type of utility that end users desire.
0103) This section further describes how a system operat
ing in conjunction with a cooling dispensing apparatus for
chilled edible materials can be instrumented with sensors,

how the sensors may be read, how the data can be stored, how
a user might interact with the system, how the system is
enabled to provide a report to a remote server for data
archiving and how a user might interact with the remote
SeVe.

0104 For complete information on the state of a machine,
it may be instrumented by placing various sensors selected
from groups described in the following listing:
0105 Amperage draw on all legs of compressor and
beater motors whether single phase or 3 phase.
0106 Pressure readings on high and low side of 3 refrig
eration systems
0107 Temperatures on hopper(s), food material in the
hopper(s), food material in the beater section(s), waterin
and out, motor temps
0.108 Ambient temperature insides and outside the
machine

0109 Voltages on the main power supply
0110 Voltages on each leg of motor supplies
0111 Water flow rates used for cooling
0112 State of all switches, contactors, solenoids or
other binary devices
While this states the sensing needs of the system, many other
components are required to enable the state-of-the-art moni
toring system. These components will be broken down into
greater detail in later sections, however the components are
defined in general terms here:
Sensors capable of monitoring aspects of the system may be
defined as including one or more of:
1. Continuous gradient measurements such as temperature,
pressure, amperage draw, Voltage levels, water flow.
2. Binary (two-state) measurements of the state of any
Switches, Solenoids, contactors or other similar binary
devices.

3. Transformation of sensor data into binary data accom
plished by:
0113 Current to voltage conversion using CTs
0114 Voltage to logic level voltage conversion using VTs
0115 Logic level voltage to binary representation conver
sion by ADC
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0116 State to binary conversion by conversion to appro
priate voltage level and direct IO
3. Processing capability that can:
0.117 Control sensor output conversion into binary data
0118 Record the binary data with a time stamp
0119 Provide external communication channel
cabability
0120 Provide CGI capability
0121 Provide IO capability for control of peripherals
0.122 Provide local user interface capability
0123 Can be directed by user interface via LCD touch
Screen, buttons, LED display, etc
0.124 Can be directed by user interface via communi
cation channel (i.e. Serial, ethernet, Zigbee, etc)
0.125 Can take the form of a stand alone application
communicating serially
0.126 Can take the form of web pages generated and
served by the processing capability
4. Data storage capability
I0127 local data storage of at least one month of data
0128 remote data storage in a communication enabled
system
5. Remote data storage capability
I0129 connectivity via communication channels to remote
server for data storage
6. Remote data access capability
0.130. The remote capabilities can be enabled by using
remote transmission capabilities known in the art, the
invention using the locally provided sensors and trans
mission and logic devices to provide the originating
information for the system and its practice.
Sensing and Conversion to Binary Data
Amperage:
0131 Amperage sensing is primarily used to determine
motor current draw. Amperage is sensed by placed a current
transformer (CT) on each leg (line) of the electrical feed the
motor. The current transformer generates a secondary AC
current proportional to the current flowing through the line.
That current is transformed to an AC Voltage by placing a
burden resistor across the output of the CT. The AC voltage is
rectified, filtered and then the voltage is then inputted to an
ADC for binary conversion. The resistance is selected so that
the generated Voltage falls within an accepted range for the
logic level electronics of the ADC.
Voltage:
0.132. Voltage sensing is used to determine correct supply
on main and internal circuitry. Voltage is sensed by using a
potential transformer with approximately 24:1 turns ratio
such that an input of 240VAC (RMS) is stepped down to
10VAC (RMS). The voltage is rectified and filtered with an
expected output voltage in DC not exceeding 15VDC. The
DC voltage is inputted to the ADC for binary conversion.
Since the voltage when converted to DC is a reflection of
peak-to-peak voltage, not RMS, the circuit may incorporate
and RMS-DC convertor IC to better reflect RMS voltages (not
peak-to-peak).
Pressure:

0.133 Pressure sensing is used to determine the efficiency
of the refrigeration circuits. Several technologies are avail
able with voltage or current outputs suitable for ADC conver
sion to binary data.
Temperature:
0.134 Temperature sensing is used to assist in maintaining
FDA health guidelines for food storage, determine the con
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sistency of the mix and to determine operational characteris
tics of the machine and refrigeration components. Tempera
ture sensing is typically accomplished with thermo-resistive
components that change resistance with temperature. The
output of such a sensor is designed to be suitable for ADC
conversion to binary data.

the capability of serving abroad variety of web pages and can
include graphics such as JPG, PNG and PDF files in a served
web page.
0142. If the monitoring system also operates as a client for
a remote data storage capability, it also attempts to establish
communications with the remote data storage device via

Water Flow:

historic data to the remote server for archiving.
0.143 A remote archiving server might work by storing
and analyzing signal information on a remote site, reducing
the need for local processing capability. Notice or signaling of
deficiencies may be relayed back to the local system. The
information concerning the operation of Such a server is
capable of being developed by routine experimentation once
the concept and structure of the local sensing devices has been
provided.

0135 Water flow (or any liquid flow) can be sensed using
a device consisting of a rotor and Hall effect sensor. As the
water flows, the rotor moves faster or slower. A magnet
attached to the rotor is detected by the Hall effect sensor and
speed offlow is determined by the number of times the sensor
is pulsed in a set time increment. The output of the device is
selected to work at a logic level compatible with the moni
toring system and a quadrature counter used to decode speed.
Switch State:

0.136 Switch state may be determined by converting the
Switch output to a Voltage level acceptable to the monitoring
system logic level and used as direct IO to the system.
Processing Capability
0.137 The system with its supporting hardware may com
prise a multifunction device in the system. The processor
selected for prototype development may be incorporated on a
stand-alone module that includes RAM memory for running
a program, Flash memory for storing a program, real-time
clock for time-stamping, 10/100Base-T Ethernet and serial
ports for communications (alternatively Wi-Fi and USB Sup
portas well), IO capability with multiple channels for discrete
measurements and/or external communications, ADC capa
bility for continuous Voltage measurement and Supporting up
to 2 GB microSD memory cards for data storage.
0.138. With onboard Ethernet, the module also can per
form as a web server with appropriate Software. This capa
bility will enable easy operation as a Thin Client server.
0.139. The processor runs pre-compiled machine code that
has been written, tested and developed prior to operation of
the device. The machine code is loaded into Flash memory on
the module and runs at power on. At run-time, a self check is
performed, all IO systems for sensors and control are initial
ized, communications capability is established Such as deter
mining its TCP/IP address and initializing a TCP stack, any
error conditions are examined and may generate an alarm, the
processor enters into a Finite State Machine (FSM) and is
ready to respond to changes in IO parameters and/or commu
nication requests.
0140. At predetermined intervals, continuously and/or by
interrupt, the processor reads data from all the sensors, time
stamps the data and stores it in non-volatile memory. In the
event the system is a complete control system as well as a
monitoring system, the processor may make decisions about
controlling various systems within the machine Such as fans,
motors, Solenoids, etc. The processor implements those deci
sions via IO lines.

0141. If the system is only monitoring, the processor con
tinues recording data at the predetermined intervals. If a user
connects to the processor module by one of the enable com
munications modules and requests a web page, the processor
generates a web page and serves it. The processor module has

TCP/IP. In this event, it transfers its store of current and

Local User Interface

0144. The system may be provided along with standard
commercial interface systems, such as laptops, iPads, Note
books, and even iPhones, PADs and other commercially
available user input systems in communication connection
with the underlying systems of the present technology.
System Specifications
0145 A. Sensing
0146 A. Current sensing at 240VAC, 2-12 amps with
25 amp maximum accuracy to 0.1 amp.
01.47 1. current transformer
0148 2. CR Magnetics CR8400 series or similar
0149. 3... burden resistors
0150 a. commercial grade, 2%, wattage and resis
tance to be determined

0151

B. Voltage sensing up to 250VAC with accuracy

of 1 VAC.

0152
01:53

1. transformer
2. RMS-DC

0154 a. Analog Devices AD736 or equivalent
(O155 C. Pressure sensing
0156 1. Pressure sensitive plates and semiconduc
tors can be provided with the electrical signals con
veyed to the logic sensor analyzer.
0157 D. Temperature sensing preferably within +1
degree F. Thermocouples, or any other commercially
available format or component to provide electrical sig
nals relating to the temperature can be provided for at
least the following elements of the system.
0158 1. hopper
0159 2. beater
(0160.
0.161
(0162
(0163

3. motor
4. water temp
5. cabinet ambient
6. external ambient
0.164 E. Flow sensing
(0165 1. SeeedStudio model G1/2 or equivalent
(0166 B. Data conversion 8 or 12 bit resolution
(0167 A. ADC
(0168 1. ADC0838 IC or equivalent
(0169. C. Processing MIPS unknown at this time
(0170 A. Rabbit Semiconductor RCM-4300 module
(0171 D. User interface
0172 A. LCD
(0173 B. Key pad
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(0174 C. Touch Screen
0175 D. Voice recognition input
(0176 E. Browser

(0177 1. Firefox preferred
0.178 E. Local data storage up to 2 GB non-volatile stor
age.

0179 F. Remote data storage
0180. G. Remote user interface

0181 Alternative Descriptions of Elements of Practice
within the General Scope of Practice
0182. The following information is a capsulated listing of
concepts that may be further considered in the practice of the
present technology, without further limiting the scope of the
claims or disclosure.

0183 The described system, apparatus and method is used
for data-acquisition and analysis of time-variant operational
parameters of mechatronic frozen food (frozen dessert, etc)
machines. The apparatus with processing means may or may
not run software, reconfigurable circuitry configurations
(etc.) to enable data to be acquired and communications to be
established via Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Zigbee, Serial, USB, etc., as
well as by local capture and independent reporting. The appa
ratus may provide current sensing means (transformers) con
nected to the processing means to allow current measure
ment. The Voltage sensing means may be connected to the
processing means to allow Voltage sensing measurement. The
temperature sensing means may be connected to the process
ing means to allow Voltage sensing measurement. Quantity
measurement means may also be connected to the informa
tion collection, transmission and storage systems, as would
flow rate measurement components, Switch positions that
may be measured.
0184 One method enables retrofitting an existing frozen
desert device with the preceding apparatus enabling the mea
Surement of currents, Voltages, temperatures, product quan
tity, flow rates, and Switch positions. Time-keeping compo
nents that provide that measurements can be associated with
a timestamp are preferred. There should be logic conversion
components such that the measurements from sensors 2-9 can
be converted to digital data. Data logging components such
that the values sensed by sensors of 2-9, converted to digital
data, can be recorded in volatile memory, preferably with an
associated timestamp. Non-volatile memory storage systems
may be provided such that the values sensed by sensors of 2-9,
converted to digital data, can be recorded in non-volatile
memory with an associated timestamp. There may be direct
user interfaces for viewing current and/or historic data that
may be but not limited to LCD panels, vacuum florescent
display, other indicators. The system should include direct
user interface means for interacting with the apparatus that
may be but not limited to mechanical buttons, Switches,
capacitance sensors, membrane Switches, with the system
and method for presentation of data from above definition to
an end user located locally or distally via Ethernet, Wi-Fi,
Zigbee, Serial, USB communications.
Similar monitoring and control systems are extant from other
manufactures such as Carpigiani (see Application
#201 10011887) and Stoelting's InteliTech (see www.stoelt
ingXom) but with limited data acquisition and display capa
bility. SSP's system improves the monitoring capability
thereby dramatically enhancing its ability to control the
CFPM. Additionally, SSP's systems improves previous com
munications and display capability allowing an end user to
access the machine controller directly either locally or
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remotely. Features not directly offered by competitors prod
ucts where remote access offers limited data and only avail
able by subscription. With this invention, the end user can
monitor machine operating parameters locally at the touch
screen display or remotely via web browser interface.
A combination of control algorithms such as PID, fuzzy
logic, etc., coupled with the advanced monitoring capability
of the first patent and state-of-the-art electrical circuit control
equipment (Such as soft-start contactors) allow improved
control of the CFPM. The improved control is adaptive to the
needs of diverse manufacturer's equipment and product out
put so that the control may be fitted to diverse machines and
adapted to various products such as slushy, shake, ice cream,
etc.

End users can enhance their product offerings and ability to
sell by downloading customizable graphics to the display.
In its most typical configuration a CFP machine, regardless of
manufacturer, consists of 2 barrels chilling the product. It
typically operates with a dedicated motor for the scraper in
each barrel and a dedicated compressor for chilling each
barrel. Each barrel has its own CTL board, PWR board,

relays, electrical contacts and power source. The invention of
pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/040,054, filed 7
Mar. 2011 utilizes a single circuit board design to monitor a
single, 2-barrel machine. During operation per #1, the
machine utilizes its original CTL and PWR boards for control
of the system components. The invention is not extensible to
monitoring multi-barrel machines greater than 2. The inven
tion of that copending U.S. patent application does not enable
a primary controller of a CFP machine.
The purpose of the present technology is to offer several
improvements over the current state of the artin CFP machine
control and monitoring technology. First and foremost, the
CTL boards typically in use offer little more than buttons and
LEDs as a user interface. For instance, the Taylor series
machines offer only 5 buttons and 7 on/off LEDs as a user
interface with little more than on/offsetpoint control. There
are few user adjustments available.
Other features are also desirable as noted here and in the

following paragraphs. Effective energy management is desir
able for many purposes Such as cost savings, error detection.
Energy management requires Sophisticated sensing. On/off
setpoint control can be wasteful of energy as that type of
control algorithm always overshoots the setpoint. Advanced
control algorithms can promote energy efficiency.
Next, there is a need to offer increased utility to the end user,
Such as a shop owner, in controlling his own machine(s).
Other manufacturers such as Stoelting and Carpigiani have
Supplied some slight control and monitoring devices, but they
are available only with their own machines directly from
factory production. Owners of old machines or those manu
factured by other manufacturers are unable to purchase an
upgrade to their machines. A state-of-the-art controller and
monitoring system capable of being retro-fit to older, classic
machines or installed on new designs, regardless of manufac
turer would be advantageous and a clear competitive advan
tage.

Further, in the event that a machine may be desired with
greater than two barrels, a new type of controller is required if
the monitoring capability of as disclosed in U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 13/040,054, filed 7 Mar. 2011 is to be included

in the device. The advantages of a multi-barrel machine
greater than 2 are many-fold. For instance, a single compres
Sor could cool and chill product in 2 or more barrels by using
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appropriate Valving. Obviously such a configuration would
save on mechanical costs during construction and/or servic
ing. Additionally, energy savings would be possible by oper
ating a single compressor with a coolant accumulator,
recharged during compressor run time instead of when cool
ing is required. This enabling the compressor to always oper
ate at 100% efficiency. It is obvious that sophisticated sensing
may be required to implement this scheme.
The gang conceptor centrally driven, multiple barrel system
can be extended further by driving the beaters of 4 barrels
with a single motor, drive mechanism and electro-mechanical
clutching for on off, independent drive operation or multiple
beater drive operation simultaneously. In this fashion, a single
motor can replace 4 or more provided an appropriate control
ler is available.

Another limitation of current CFP controller technology is
the need for a service technician to be present for even minor
adjustments to the machine. For instance, even adjustment of
the product consistency in the event of varying external tem
peratures can require some machine dis-assembly, knowl
edgeable adjustment of the electronics and/or electrome
chanical hardware while performing a visual and tactile
inspection of the product, and finally re-assembly. A control
ler according to the present technology should allow Such an
adjustment with a simple end-user interface without the need
for a technician to be present. Such an adjustment might be
made with a single dial on a graphical interface. A more
Sophisticated controller might even allow a single product
consistency setting to be made formany operating conditions
and the intelligence of the controller uses the monitoring
capability to automatically adjust the machine without user
intervention.

The beaters are driven by a motor, and there is a correlation
between product viscosity and current draw of the motor.
Preferably there is at least one motor for at least multiple
beaters (e.g., two or more beaters) and preferably multiple
beaters are driven by at least a single motor. It is also possible
to have multiple motors present, with the individual motors
ordinarily dedicated to specific ones or specific sets (e.g. 2, 3
or 4 in the sets of beaters, and available back-up gearing/
interchange drives available so that upon failure of one motor,
additional beaters can be connected (by shifting and engaging
drives from the surviving motors) so that the CFP device can
continue on a transitory basis until full repairs can be pro
vided. Upon indication of a motor failure, where there are
multiple motors available for exchange, the controller may
signal gearing change to provide power to beaters to which a
now defective motor had been attached. The gearing may also
shift between beaters on a periodic basis during Such an
emergency automated or directed response to a motor break
down. For example, if there are three motors driving eight
beaters (initially dedicated motor 1 to beaters a, b and c; motor
2 initially dedicated to beaterse, fanfg; an motor 3 initially
dedicated to beaters hand I), upon failure of motor 2, gearing
could automatically be engaged from motor 3 to also drive
beaters d, e and f, while motor 3 also drives beaters hand i.

Alternatively, the processor/controller could direct motor 3 to
sequentially and repeatedly engage series ofbeaters such as d.
e and f.e. f and g; f, g, and h; g, hand I; d, e, fand g; e, f,g and
h, etc.) to reduce potential for overload on the motor and yet
assure some regular amount of beating action on an interim
emergency basis. For single phase motors, measuring current
draw may be a good reflection of product consistency at the
ambient temperature. However in 3 phase designs, as are the
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vast majority of CFP machines, current is drawn through all
three legs of the Supply and current draw through each leg can
vary widely, depending on ambient conditions such as tem
perature, power Supply and even mechanical factors. Typi
cally a single leg is chosen to measure current draw using a
current-to-voltage transformer and Viscosity is adjusted by a
comparison circuit that compares the current draw with an
adjustable Voltage sent through a potentiometer. The com
parison can be made by either a typical analog comparator
circuit or in a processor following analog-to-digital (A to D)
conversions of the voltages involved. In fact this last tech
nique seems most antiquated. That is: measuring an adjust
able Voltage by A-to-D conversion and then comparing it to
a real Voltage from another A-to-D conversion. This could just
as easily be accomplished by just using a digital number
directly.
Finally, in today's energy conscious world, energy consump
tion is often examined in an effort to reduce costs. Depending
on the nature of Supply billing, costs can be dependent on
peak energy use, continuous energy use or Summation. Clas
sic on/off control techniques that simply turn a compressor on
at one setpoint and off at another setpoint inherently produce
overshoot in temperature fluctuation that contributes to inef
ficiency. So, setpoint control algorithms are required that
minimize overshoot. Energy consumption can be a difficult
sensing and calculation problem for an embedded system. In
a single phase power, a correct calculation for a single motor
requires continuous data acquisition of power and Voltage at
120 times per second with associated calculation. Of course
the problem is multiplied by 3 for polyphase power. In a PFC,
there are 4-5 motors requiring the same sensing and calcula
tion. An easier method for calculating energy consumption is
required than directly reading data and calculating with a
single processor already dedicated
When thinking in terms of more Sophisticated sensing, con
trol and user interfaces; current offerings by CFP manufac
turers offering these features do not exist. A Sophisticated
controller is necessary to implement any such machine
schema as described here. Offering modern user interfaces
Such as a graphics, downloadable content and Sophisticated
control of operational parameters; further stimulates the need
for a new CFP control mechanism.
DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

0185. Partex patent application (U.S. patent application
Ser. No. 13/040,054, filed 7 Mar. 2011) describes a method
for monitoring the operating parameters of an ice cream
machine and then providing a user interface serving CGI
generated web pages. An end user could thereby monitor the
condition of the ice cream machine at will via a web browser.
The invention described herein is meant to utilize the inven

tion of #1 and further extend its capabilities as a new CFP
controller device offering Sophisticated control and user
interface capability. Specifically, modifications to electrical,
mechanical, electronic and Software components described in
#1 enable a number of new features. First, direct control of the

individual machine systems is enabled. Second, the user
interface displaying information and providing user input is
expanded by the addition of a graphical, touch-screen display
in addition to the CGI interface described in #1. Third,

advanced control techniques coupled with the monitoring
capability of #1 allow greater and more sensitive control and
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diagnostic capability. Finally, the original components of the
machine controlling structure may be partially or wholly
eliminated.

Decomposition of the Problem:
0186. In many imbedded systems it can be advantageous
to decompose the system into its orthogonal components.
Thereby allowing one component to work independently of
another and be designed/manufactured independently as
well. The activity of individual components can be coordi
nated by a central controller. For instance, monitoring and
control of barrel 1 is independent of barrel 2. The individual
hardware components performing the monitoring and control
can be independent as well. For instance, a one barrel
machine may have one barrel-monitor board, two would have
two and etc. This sort of decomposition of components lends
itself well to retrofit of a variety of machines or when used in
new designs. A complete new system does not need to be
designed, only a single component board matching the com
ponent needs.
0187 To better accommodate the monitoring of data on a
per-barrel basis, formerly integrated components from #1 are
to be split into Sub-component modules that may then have
individual processors. The individual processors perform
their own functions but do not control the machineas a whole.

The individual processors will be in communication with a
central main CPU who is in control of the whole machine. A

graphics and sensing module is added as well allowing local
user interface without using the web enabled CGI interface
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/040,054,
filed 7 Mar. 2011.

0188 This problem is then decomposed into five areas of
hardware/firmware and method:

7. Barrel monitoring
8. Graphical display and sensing
9. Central control
10. Software
11. Installation

hardware
hardware firmware
hardware firmware
firmware
method

Barrel Monitoring:
0189 A barrel monitor module is used that incorporates
all components necessary to monitor one barrel. Its purpose is
primarily in data input although some output capabilities can
be include. This idea is easily extensible to multi-barrel plat
forms. It is also easily extensible to equipment produced by
varied manufacturers.

0190. Each barrel monitoring device uses power monitor
ing CPUs such as those used in energy metering equipment.
An example is the Analog Devices ADE7878 chip. Since each
barrel uses a compressor motor and a beater motor, each
monitoring board incorporates two Such power monitoring
CPUs. The chips monitor current and voltage on each power
leg and calculate a large variety of power related parameters
including alarm and error detection.
0191 Additional circuitry is incorporated to condition and
measure temperature and pressure sensors associated with the
individual barrel. Signal conditioning circuitry Such as opera
tional amplifiers similar to the Analog Devices AD8608 are
used. The conditioned signals are then inputted to analog-to

digital conversion devices such as the Texas Instruments
TLV 1578 for conversion to binary data.
State detection circuitry is included to detect binary state of
Voltages, Switches etc. Detecting AC voltages can be per
formed using opto-couplers such as the Toshiba TLP126 that
can output a logic level signal when an AC Voltage is applied.
The logic level is inputted to a simple latch Such as a
74HCT573. Switch states can be detected by voltage divider
and again inputted into the latch.
Key to producing a good chilled food product is determining
the Viscosity of the product. As noted, the product uses a
motor driven beater within the barrel to churn the product
during chilling and delivery. There is a direct correlation
between the viscosity and Work required to turn the beater.
Work required to turn the beater is partially defined by the
amperage drawn by the motor. More Work more amperage.
A measure of relative viscosity can then be determined by
using a CT/resistance combination to convert the current
draw of the motor into a voltage. Then as the viscosity
increase, so does the voltage output of the CT. If that voltage
is compared with a known Voltage, perhaps generated by a
resistor Voltage divider, it can be thought of as a setpoint that
the viscosity is correct. Circuitry can turn the beater off when
the desired viscosity is reached.
0.192 Note that this is something of an indirect measure
ment of viscosity but workable. However, installation of
torque sensor may provide much greater accuracy in reading
torque. CFP machines typically have a gearbox between the
motor and the beater to slow the motors high RPM rate to a
slow rate useful for the chilled food product. An electro
mechanical torque sensor can be inserted at the juncture
between gearbox and beater to directly measure torque
instead of the estimated measurement previously described.
Such a torque sensor can take many forms however a simple
one can be made by mounting a fixed ring to the barrel and
rotating ring to the gearbox. The two rings are connected by a
spring that compresses as torque increases. A linear displace
ment sensor measures the amount of displacement and the
applied torque is a simple calculation knowing the ring diam
eter, spring rate and displacement.
For the purposes of this invention, the higher accuracy given
by the direct torque sensor reading will enable greater accu
racy in controlling overshoot using intelligent control during
operation of chilling compressor
Output capabilities can be included by using hi-lo drivers
Such as the ON Semi NCV77088.

Display and Sensing:
0193 While the barrel module monitors the individual
barrels, there are still components of the machine that desire
or require monitoring. In addition, a user interface is highly
desired and so a Display and Sensing module may be used to
accommodate both needs.

A state-of-the-art LED, VGA graphical, touch-screen display
may be used as a user interface. The display incorporates its
own onboard CPU driving the display, sensing the touch
screen and communicating externally with other devices. An
example of such a device is Reach Technologies—SLCD43.
In this invention, the display controller is preferably in 2-way
communication with the Central controller providing feed
back from the touch screen to the Central controller and

enabling the Central controller to set graphics displayed on
the screen, and to define and use touch sensitive areas on the
SCC.
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An LED display screen is composed of single, visual ele
ments called pixels arrayed in an orthogonal (Cartesian) X-Y
coordinate system grid. Its resolution is a measure of how
many pixels are arrayed in each dimension. The pixels can
typically be programmed with a display value that can assign
attributes Such as color, brightness, etc. The entire array of
pixels is commonly called a frame. If an identical X-Y grid is
also imposed on a graphical image, the image may be dis
played on the LED screen by programming the individual
pixels to match the same color at the location on the graphical
image. One image display constructed in this fashion as often
called a frame. For the purposes of this patent, it is also to be
called a page.
In the display controller, a large amount of memory is avail
able that is capable of storing many such frames. The frames
can be selectively displayed or even portions of a frame
selective altered and displayed. Multiple frames or portions
of frames can be displayed successively at high speed
approximating an animated display. The display controller
can be programmed to display frames in a preset order or can
display frames and/or the portions of frames according to
commands from the Central CPU. For instance, a portion of a
frame may be programmed to appear to be a toggle Switch that
is down when off and up when on. Ora portion of a frame may
be programmed to appear to be on LED that is off or on.
A touchscreen is a device that can also be thought of as
constructed on an X-Y orthogonal grid. By various method
Such as resistive or capacitive responsiveness, the device is
capable of detecting where on the X-Y grid it has been
touched and a controller can interrogate the touch screen is
such a way that the location of the touch is read by the
controller returning and X-Y value reflecting the location of
touch. (The method of detect touch is not important to this
patent)
For this invention, a touchscreen matching the display Screen
dimensions is Superimposed on the display screen. Using the
example display controller, one or more touch sensitive areas
can be defined on the touch screen (or other controllers as
well). The touch sensitive areas can be associated with graph
ics displayed such that they serve as input or output. This
means that a certain graphic, such as the off toggle Switch
graphic previously mentioned, may serve to notify the user
where to touch the touchscreen to turn a switch on. It may
then become a feedback device by changed from an off
graphic toggle Switch to an on graphic toggle Switch.
One aspect that can be very important is the idea of direct
mapping of touch-graphic-controller-relay output. There are
no hardwired mechanical control Switches typical of previous
CFPMs. A graphic is displayed on the screen. The graphic can
be associated with a touch sensitive area of the screen. Touch

ing the area can change the graphic and also generate a
numeric code that can be transferred to the Central controller

informing the controller there is to be a change in state. The
controller changes state accordingly operating appropriate
relay drivers turning machine systems on or off. So, there is
only a touch sensitive area, associated with a graphic that in
turn is associated with a coded signal Such as a numerical
value or values that is in turn associated with changing State
within a controller that associates changing State with turning
electro-mechanical components on or off.
The touch sensitive areas can be used such that the commu

nications output of the display controller in communications
with the Central CPU operates as 0-D. 1-D or 2-D input
devices. A 0-D input operates much like a hardware binary
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on/off Switch, a 1-D input operates as a continuously variable
device such as a potentiometer and a 2-D input can provide
graphical input Such as an ink pen writing on a page.
During operation of the CFPM, the graphical touchscreen
becomes the primary user interface for interfacing with and
controlling the machine. The invention of our copending U.S.
patent application serves informative web pages concerning
the operation of the machine, but it does not directly allow
control of the machine. The graphical touchscreen displays
the same informative digest as the web page interface, but
also allows the user to fully control all aspects of the
machine's operation including adjustments.
The benefits of this type of display control interface are many.
For a configurable controller capable of controlling a variety
of devices, a single hardware design will Suffice to control
many products with only software modifications required to
change machines. In fact it may not even be necessary to
change Software, just change setup parameters within the
software.

Since the display controller is fully programmable and in
communications with the Central CPU, downloadable graph
ics can be enabled such that an end user may download
custom graphics, product advertising, etc.
In addition to its graphics and interfacing capability, the D&S
(display and sensing) module also has circuitry for sensing
hopper temperatures, barrel temperatures (when needed),
mix levels low and out, and the state of the draw switches on

or off. These signals are transferred to the Central control
module for processing.
Central Controller:

0.194. A central control module is used to coordinate and
control the activity of individual data collection and display
modules. The module incorporates a microprocessor Such at
the Rabbit 6000 from Digi, memory, ethernet and wifi capa
bility, multiple serial IO channels for various communica
tions, circuitry for signal conditioning and analog and digital
data acquisition. Much of this functionality is described in
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/040,054, filed 7 Mar.
2011.

For controlling the machine, additional circuitry must be
added to the device of the copending application. In general,
machine control will be accomplished by sourcing or sinking
current (hi and lo side drive) traversing the coil of a relay
thereby turning the relay on or off. Various machine types by
different manufacturers may implement sourcing and/or
sinking current relay drivers or even combinations of both.
The use of a dual hi and lo side driver such as the ON Semi

NCV77088 enables either sourcing or sinking to be selected.
The advantages of this type of device are many. The device
offers multiple channels with hi and lo drivers for each chan
nel. This enables simple jumper Switching on the board to
accommodate sourcing and sinking relay drivers in diverse
equipment from various manufacturers. In this fashion, the
board may be customizable for fitting disparate machine
types.

Output of the relay driver is orchestrated by the CPU accord
ing to a schema derived per machine.
Software:

0.195 One technique used for building robust, real-time
embedded controllers is the use of Finite State Machine

(FSM). An FSM is a theoretical construct that allows operat
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ing conditions to be specified as attributes for a state and
events to cause state changes. The advantage of defining as a
state machine is that the condition of the machine should

always be known and controllable and that even an out-of
bounds condition can be shunted into a known condition by
default.

So a CFPM may be capable of operation in five different
states such as MixChill, Standby, Clean, Auto, and Pump.
There may also be associated States Such as Startup, Error and
Default that are not usually traversed except in the event of
startup or error. A chart can be developed that shows how the
states interact and how events cause a change of State.
Attributes associated with each state define whether indi
vidual components may be on or off in that state.
0196. By defining the FSM, software can more easily be
written that implements the attributes, events and state change
mechanisms. For the purposes of the CFPM, the states can
easily be defined as:
State

Purpose

Startup

State where the machine has just been turned on. The
processor performs initialization routines enabling
sensor measurements, comm capability and self testing.
State following Startup where the machine is ready for user
input to change state. (the name could probably be changed
to Monitor and the invention of #1 would operate here)
The machine has detected an error condition requiring user

Monitor
Error

intervention.

in machines from the same manufacturer or different manu

facturers, a model Schema must be developed that defines any
special settings and connections necessary for the machine.
However in general all machines have the same components:
compressor, beater motor, draw switch, etc. The differences
in machines are more in quantities and values than architec
tural. So as long as there are extra relay drivers available, and
extra discreet and continuous sensing IO points, the same
invention can fit many machines.
So the schema for a machine is more of a roadmap of where
sensors are to be located and what polarity to set Sourcing/
sinking relay drivers up and discovering the state polarity of
binary on/off reads. This information can then be incorpo
rated into a machine configuration file for repeated use. A new
schema can be developed for a machine by direct observation
and measurement. For instance:

0198 locate the compressor
0199 locate the compressor inlet for installation oftem
perature and pressure transducers
0200 locate the condenser
0201 locate the condenser inlet and outlet for installa
tion of temperature and pressure transducers
0202 identify polarity of on offstate by direct measure
ment with multi-meter

0203 draw switch
0204 relay driver inputs
0205 relay output voltages
0206 locate machine temperature probes for barrel and
hopper
0207 determine 32° F. and 85° F. voltage output
Direct control of the machine is enabled by removal of much
or all of the original controlling components and replacement

MixChill
Standby

State where only the mix reservoirs are chilled
State where mix reservoirs are chilled and barrels kept

Clean
Auto

with the mechanism of the invention. This can be accom

Test

Various cleaning methods may be implemented
Typical run state of the machine where functions are
controlled automatically
State where individual components of the system may

Default

be tested.
Almost an error state where FSM is forced to transit if an

machine

chilled but not frozen

plished by:
0208 identify machine and associated schema for
0209 develop new schema if unknown
0210 removal of the original factory CTL boards in the

unknown event occurs. Typically exits to Error.

machine

The FSM is an abstract concept that is a fully capable of being
enabled by the disclosure herein solely by appropriate pro
gramming, but it is useful for understanding the various states
the machine needs to be capable of operating in. It also can
assistin decomposing the Software into manageable sections.
Each section can be written independently.
Classically, simple set-point on/off control has been used for
the compressors and beater motors. As noted, a more Sophis
ticated control algorithm reduces energy consumption with
out overshooting a setpoint
Installation:

0211 removing the associated wiring
0212 may include removal of the factory PWR boards
0213 install sensing and electromechanical hardware of
this invention

0214 hardware controller with peripheral modules as
component

0215 thermistors
0216 pressure transducers
0217. PWR board if necessary
0218 wiring for relay drivers
0219 update software configuration for machine model
from schema

0197) The device can be retrofitted to an existing machine
or installing it on a new machine. Since there are differences

Additive and functional comparison between machine addi
tions for patent #1 and new #2

Function

#1

Monitoring

monitor pressures, temperatures, addition of electro-mechanical torque sensor
Supply voltages, amp draws,
for direct torque readings of beater
internal state of relays, etc., and
external input Such as draw Switch
activity
user interface via cgi generated
web page
connectivity to back-end database

#2
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-continued
Function

#1

User interface

Stock interface:
limited control interface via 5

position membrane Switch
operational indicators use 7
on off LEDs to display
discreet data only

high resolution graphical, touch-screen
ex: ReachTech- SLCD43
near unlimited control interface screens with

myriad Switches
near unlimited operational indicators by
multiple display screens
diagnostic interface
downloadable content

Control

Ole

error logging by service personnel
Controls the machine directly as a stand alone
controller (replaces original controller in rebuilt
machines)
Intelligent, adaptive control with self
calibration

Electronics
Circuitry

Circuitry added as previously
described in patent #1

Circuitry added as previously described in
patent #1
additional circuitry added to:
energy monitoring capability
ex: Analog ADE7878
drive machine relays
ex: ON Semi-NCV77088DW
drive sensor interfaces
ex: TI- OPA2365 ADCMP6O1

detect Switch operation & debounce
ex: Maxim - MAX6817

Software

Software to implement

functionality of patent #1

software components added for control:
Finite State Machine controller

use of attributes, events etc.
set-point control algorithm
implemented as needed by:
PID

Fuzzy Logic
Kalman Filter

adaptive control
Electrical
Hardware

None

advanced electrical contactors offer motor
SoftStart

ex: Omron G3J-S

solid state relays for greater reliability
ex: Omron G3NA

custom “power board with advanced features
solid state relay
onboard indicators
LED readout
Sensors

Sensors as needed for Patent #1

Controls

None

onboard diagnostics
sensors as needed for patent #1
torque sensor on beater motor
custom designed product
eliminates CT on power board
electronically configurable expansion valves
solenoid valves

refrigerant check valves

Particular, non-limiting list of elements of novelty in the
present invention.
0220) 1... all of the utility of U.S. patent application Ser.
No. 13/040,054, filed 7 Mar. 2011 is available, only this
time the technology is provided in a machine controller
(instead of a monitor)
0221 2. using direct torque sensor instead of derived
torque value
0222 3. enable larger multi-barrel dispensors (>2) per
machine

0223 4. mapping a touch on Screen to graphic to hard
ware interface to control to a motor on.

0224 5.downloadable graphics
0225 6. using intelligent control algorithm such as PID
for energy monitoring and better control of machine
promoting improved product, reduced waste, energy
efficiency, etc.

7. using an electronically adjustable expansion
valve to eliminate the need to beat the mixture during
standby
0227 8. using configurable hardware such as the relay

0226

drivers so that device suitable for retrofit and varied

machines by different manufacturers
0228 9. method of retrofitting existing equipment
0229) 10. intelligent diagnostic not requiring service
personnel.
0230. Further technology and practices included within
the scope of the present invention may be generally described
as directly reading and time stamping binary state data on
switches, contactors, solenoids, etc. The current state of the

machine and individual components is sensed, date stamped
and derived. We can actually write a Finite State Machine
algorithm for how the device should operate, and what indi
vidual components should be on and offat various times. This
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analysis and derived information enables derivation of useful
operator/maintenancefowner/etc information, Such as time in
use, Volumes dispensed, error conditions, etc. The time dis
pensing (might also call The Draw because there is a draw
Switch than can be monitored) may be very important in a
lessee/lessor relationship. It is different than the amount of
product dispensed.
Therefore the system may be capable of
0231 1. directly read information
0232 1. state of binary sensors in the machine
0233 2. providing derived information:
0234 1. The amount of time the machine or indi
vidual components are in use
0235 2. The amount of time the system is actually
dispensing material
0236 3. Volume dispensed
0237 4. MTBF (mean time between failures) on
maintenance items

0238 5. the user interacting with the monitoring and
control system to modify parameters as needed during
variations in usef

0239. 3. A thin client interface for a user interacts with
the monitoring and control system directly via Ethernet,
Wi-Fi, USB, etc.
0240 4. The processing presents a user interface that
displays real time operational parameters of the
machine.

0241 5. The processing presents a user interface dis
plays historical data concerning the operational param
eters of the machine.

0242 6. The user interface presents real-time derived
data.

0243 7. The user interface presents historical derived
data.

0244 8. Using the processing to generate a user inter
face by CGI or other types of user interfaces such as
LCD screen, serial I/O, etc.

0245 9. Using the processing to generate real-time and/
or historic data in a document format such as PDF, PNG,
JPEG, etc.

0246

10. New peripherals may be attached to the

machine.

0247 11. The monitoring and control system may con
trol the new peripherals attached to the machine.
0248 12. The monitoring and control system may
Supersede current control systems on a retrofitted
machine.

0249 13. The monitoring and control system may con
tact a remote server (via whatever comm channel).
0250 14. The monitoring and control system may con
tact a remote server to transmit historical data for

archiving.
0251 15. The monitoring and control system may
download new software from the remote server

0252) 16. The users may contact and direct the remote
SeVe.

0253) 17. The users may contact the remote server and
request current and/or historic data, direct or derived
about a specific machine and/or site.
0254 18. The users may contact the remote server and
request current and/or historic data, direct or derived
about a group of machines.
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0255) 19. The remote server would generate CGI web
pages that show real-time and/or historic direct and
derived data to send to a user.

0256 20. The data resident on the monitoring and con
trol system might be used for billing purposes (for
instance in a lessee/lessor relationship), with invoices
directly and automatically sent by electronic messaging.
0257 21. The data resident on a remote server might be
used for billing purposes.
Specific Modifications that me be provided to the existing
machine of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/040,054, filed
7 Mar. 2011

0258 A. Hardware modifications may includes
(0259 1. add additional circuitry:
0260 a. circuitry for additional sub-processors for
energy monitoring in communication with CPU
from the first patent
0261) 1... example: Analog ADE7878
0262 b. circuitry for advanced relay drivers in
communication with the CPU from first patent
0263. 1. example: ON semiconductor
NCV7708

0264 c. circuitry for additional communications
capability with CPU from first patent
0265 1. can be serial, SPI, USB etc
0266 B. Graphical, touch screen display
0267 a.example: Reach Technologies 4.3" LCD dis
play module
0268 C. Retrofit original manufacturer's control sys
tem with that described by this patent
0269. a. removal and elimination of original control
system

(0270 b. replacement with SSP hardware
0271. D. generic design such that control system may
operate machines produced by different manufacturers
0272) 1... implement use of advanced electrical con
tactors such as Soft start contactors example: Omron
G3J-S

(0273 2. SSP power board with solid state relays
0274 E. Software modifications
0275 1. Monitoring and control (both automated,
and user enabled on-site entry)
0276 a. software to add monitoring capability via
touch screen interface in addition to thin described

in first patent
(0277 b. software to control all or part of ICM
directly via touch screen interface
(0278 c. software to control all or part of ICM
directly via thin client interface
0279 d. software to interface hardware controller
with touch screen interface

0280 e. generic design such that control system
may operate machines produced by different
manufacturers

0281 2. graphical display
0282 a. software such that downloadable graphics
may be sent to the CPU and touch screen display
0283 b. software such that end user may download
graphics to the display
0284 c. Software such that graphical animations
are enabled in the display
0285 d. software such that an end user may down
load graphical animations to the display for adver
tising and/or other purposes
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0286 e. software such that end user may custom
ize graphical display
0287 3. machine intelligence
0288 a. software such that intelligent algorithms
are implemented by the CPU for various purposes
0289 1. advanced energy management
1. example: sequencing high current startups to
avoid large inrush currents
0290 2. implement advanced control using set
point theory
1. PID, fuzzy logic and/or other controller algo
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0316 H. Software
0317 A. process changes in the software primarily
reflect conversion from Solely monitoring capability in a
poll/interrupt environment to a state driven architecture
0318 1. state-driven architecture:
0319 a. machine can operate only in finite series of
States

0320 b. state change caused by events
0321 c. architecture consists of event generators
and event handlers

0322 d. attributes associated with each state such
as compressor ON, beater OFF, etc
0323 e. machine fully characterized by finite

rithms

0291 3... other adaptive control, display and
interface techniques to be defined
0292 F. System Functions
0293 1. allow the monitoring system of previous
patent to directly control the ICM
0294 2. allow the system of the patent to operate as a
controller only without monitoring the ICM
0295 3. allowing direct user IO control of ICM using
a touchscreen display without use of thin client inter
face described in previous patent
0296 4. allow additional use of thin client monitor
ing interface
0297 5. integrated controller for single and/or mul
tiple barrels (more than 2 multiple)
0298 6. intelligent-adaptive control of ICM imple
mented in software and/or hardware

Electronic Circuitry
0299 To enable Additional sub-processors:
0300 Circuitry added to allow communications between
the CPU and accessory boards
Further description of the structure of each component modi
fication or any process change made in the Software:
0301 1. Hardware
0302 A. the hardware of the copending U.S. patent
application can be modified by splitting functions off the
main circuit board Such that a combination of pieces can
combined for monitoring, control or both functional
ities.

0303

B. The hardware may now consist of three com

ponents:

0304. 1. a motherboard with:
0305 a. communication capability for serial, SPI,
USB, Ethernet and WiFi communications
0306 b. sensing components for temperature,
pressure and on/off state conditions of ICM com
ponents

0307 c. data storage means
0308 2. at least one motor-monitor daughterboard
with:

0309 a. SPI communications means
0310 b. energy monitoring processors for one bar
rel to monitor beater and compressor motor opera
tion

0311 c. on/off state sensing components
0312. 3. at least one display daughterboard with:
0313 a. SPI communications means
0314 b. power and comm capability with a color,
graphical display controller
0315 c. sensing components for temperature,
level and on/off state conditions of ICM compo
nents

number of states

0324 2. events generated by poll/interrupt environ
ment

Description of the function of each new component and inter
action with existing (or other new) components and apparatus
0325 1. Motor-Monitor Board
The motor-monitor board uses two dedicated energy moni
toring processors to monitor the motors driving the beater and
compressor for each barrel. It also incorporates additional
circuitry monitoring high Voltage state for certain relay out
puts. It communicates with the motherboard by SPI comm.
0326 2. Display-Interface Board
The display-interface board provides power and comm to a
display for the remote motherboard. It also incorporates sens
ing circuitry for temperature probes, level probes and on/off
state probes. It communicates with the motherboard by SPI
CO.

0327 I. Color Graphical Display Module
The color graphical display module with touch-screen pro
vides a local user interface for the end user to interact with and

control the machine. It communicates with the display-inter
face board by serial line.
0328. The practice of the present technology can have
wide-ranging effects on the performance of the dispensing
devices within this field oftechnology. By coupling the moni
toring capability of co-pending U.S. patent application Ser.
No. 13/040,054 with an advanced controller, the advanced

controller may use a Finite State Machine to fully character
ize the machine's operating condition and operate various
electro-mechanical systems of the machine depending on the
operating state of the dispenser. The advanced controller may
offer energy savings by monitoring operating parameters
carefully and turning electro-mechanical components on/off
using set point control theories such as PID controller to
eliminate overshoot in chilling. The advanced controller may
allow the end user to adjust operational parameters of the
machine without need for a technician to be present. The
advanced controller may be provided with the monitoring
capability of the co-pending patent application to improve
machine performance in some areas, especially with regard
tO:

0329 a. energy management and savings
0330 b. diagnostic functionality
The advanced controller can be capable of operating
machines from various manufacturers and use multi-barrel

machines (e.g., greater that 2 barrels) when using the
advanced controller. A graphical user interface can incorpo
rate a touch screen allowing significant improvement in user
interaction with the machine (instead of the standard 5 but
tons and 7 component LEDs). The advanced controller and
touch screen enables nearly unlimited information display
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capability and nearly unlimited control of operational param
eters by an operator and/or the processor.
0331) The advanced processor can relate a specific area on
a touch sensitive surface->to a graphical image related to
the touch sensitive area->to the fact that the sensitive area has

been touched->to the current logical state of the machine (as
in FSM)->to controlling the machine operation appropriately
by turning on/off electro-mechanical components. This effec
tively means that touching a pseudo button shown graphically
on the touchscreen will directly exercise control the machine
in Some fashion. The graphical display allows machine opera
tional parameters to be adjusted using real-world terms. For
example: this means that the hopper temp can be adjusted on
a Fahrenheit degree scale such as 20-45 degrees using a
graphical control knob instead of adjusting an unknown
quantity on a potentiometer with a screwdriver. Retro-fitting
of legacy equipment with the advanced monitor and control
ler is capable by methodology such as retrofitting a first
dispensing system for a chilled Viscous edible composition,
the first dispensing system including at least:
0332 a storage container for the viscous edible composi
tion;
0333 a composition moving system;
0334 a composition chilling system;
0335) a cooling system;
0336 an electromechanical system control component for
assisting in composition moving:
0337 an electrical input system for providing power to the
composition moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling
System and system control component;
0338 an electrical communication network among the
electrical input system and the composition moving system
(s) chilling system, cooling system and a first system control
board;

0339 the method comprising:
0340 a) removing the first system control board;
(0341 b) adding at least one sensor to the first dispensing
System, the at least one sensor selected from the group
consisting of
(0342 i) a sensor for detecting at least one perfor
mance attribute that occurs during movement of the
composition by the composition moving system;
(0343 ii) a sensor for detecting at least one perfor
mance attribute that occurs during chilling of the
composition by the chilling system;
(0344) iii) a sensor for detecting at least one perfor
mance attribute that occurs during cooling of the sys
tem by the cooling system; and
(0345 iv) a sensor for detecting at least one perfor
mance attribute that occurs during control of the sys
tem by the control system;
0346) the at least one sensor providing signals to elec
tronic hardware;

0347 c) installing a second system control board com
prising electronic hardware to replace the first system
control board,
wherein the electronic hardware is configured to perform data
analysis on the time-stamped signals derive to detecting and
recording specified undesirable performance of the dispens
ing System; and a controller in operational control communi
cation with at least the electromechanical system control
component for assisting in composition moving and the elec
trical input system for providing power to the composition
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moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling system and
System control component, and wherein
(0348 the controller is configured to automatically receive
the at least one performance attributes and send command
signals to at least the electromechanical system control com
ponent for assisting in composition moving or the electrical
input system for providing power to the composition moving
System(s), chilling system(s), cooling system and system
control component to alter performance of the electrome
chanical system control component for assisting in composi
tion moving or the electrical input system for providing
power to the composition moving system(s), chilling system
(S), cooling system. The retrofitting process may have further
additional components installed in the first dispensing sys
tem, the additional components selected from the group con
sisting of a display module with circuit board, barrel monitor
circuit board, at least one temperature probe, a current trans
former and a pressure transducer. This process may include
removing all or part of original electronic control circuitry
and substituting the advanced control technology described
herein. Incorporating LED indicators on logic boards for fault
detection may, for example, control power and relays on
indicators on power/relay boards. Custom downloadable
graphics may be provided to the graphical interface for mar
keting, product promotion, etc. The graphical display may be
used as a diagnostic display instead of only as the web page
interface, and it may provide service logging capability such
that a service history of the machine is available. The use of
the system may provide improved control and access through
a beater torque sensor that measures torque directly instead of
inferring it by current measurement, Other controllable ele
ments may include:
(0349 A. electronically controllable expansion valves;
0350 B. electronically controllable water valves
0351 C. solid state relays
0352 D. soft start contactors

The above described method of retrofitting an existing
machine may be further characterized as:
0353. The device can be retrofitted to an existing machine
or installing it on a new machine. Since there are differences
in machines from the same manufacturer or different manu

facturers, a model schema must be developed that defines any
special settings and connections necessary for the machine.
However in general all machines have the same components:
compressor, beater motor, draw switch, etc. The differences
in machines are more in quantities and values than architec
tural. So as long as there are extra relay drivers available, and
extra discreet and continuous sensing TO points, the same
invention can fit many machines.
0354) So the schemaforamachine is more of a roadmap of
where sensors are to be located and what polarity to set
Sourcing/sinking relay drivers up and discovering the state
polarity of binary on/off reads. This information can then be
incorporated into a machine configuration file for repeated
use. A new schema can be developed for a machine by direct
observation and measurement. For instance:

0355 1. locate the compressor
0356. 2. locate the compressor inlet for installation of
temperature and pressure transducers
0357 3. locate the condenser
0358 4. locate the condenser inlet and outlet for instal
lation of temperature and pressure transducers
0359 5. identify polarity of on off state by direct mea
surement with multi-meter
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0360 1. draw switch
0361) 2. relay driver inputs
0362. 3. relay output voltages
0363 6. locate machine temperature probes for barrel
and hopper
0364 1. determine 32° F. and 85° F. voltage output
0365 Although specific values, materials, components
and subcomponents have been identified as useful in the
practice of the present technology, those descriptions should
not be interpreted as limiting the generic scope of the inven
tion as claimed. Variations within the skill of the ordinary
artisan may be used to enhance or optimize performance, yet
remain within the scope of the technology disclosed and
claimed herein.
What is claimed:

1. A dispensing system for a chilled Viscous edible com
position, the dispensing system comprising:
a storage container for the viscous edible composition;
a composition moving system;
a composition chilling system;
a cooling System;
an electromechanical system control component for assist
ing in composition moving:
an electrical input system for providing power to the com
position moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling
system and system control component;
an electrical communication network among the electrical
input system and the composition moving system(s)
chilling system, cooling system and system control
component;

at least one sensor selected from the group consisting of
a) a sensor for detecting at least one performance
attribute that occurs during movement of the compo
sition by the composition moving system;
b) a sensor for detecting at least one performance
attribute that occurs during chilling of the composi
tion by the chilling system;
c) a sensor for detecting at least one performance
attribute that occurs during cooling of the system by
the cooling system; and
d) a sensor for detecting at least one performance
attribute that occurs during control of the system by
the control system;
the at least one sensor providing signals to electronic hard
Ware;

wherein the electronic hardware is configured to perform data
analysis on the time-stamped signals derive to detecting and
recording specified undesirable performance of the dispens
ing system; and a controller in operational control communi
cation with at least the electromechanical system control
component for assisting in composition moving and the elec
trical input system for providing power to the composition
moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling system and
system control component, and wherein
the controller is configured to automatically receive the at
least one performance attributes and send command sig
nals to at least the electromechanical system control
component for assisting in composition moving or the
electrical input system for providing power to the com
position moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling
system and system control component to alter perfor
mance of the electromechanical system control compo
nent for assisting in composition moving or the electri

cal input system for providing power to the composition
moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling system.
2. The dispensing system of claim 1 wherein the electronic
hardware configured to perform data analysis on a time
stamped signals derive to detecting and recording specified
undesirable performance of a chilling system.
3. The dispensing system of claim 1 wherein the electronic
hardware configured to perform data analysis on time
stamped signals derive to detecting and recording specified
undesirable performance of a cooling system.
4. The dispensing system of claim 1 wherein the sensor
provides a signal with respect to energy usage rate of the
composition moving system and the energy usage rate is
derived from the signal for evaluation of performance of that
energy usage rate.

5. The dispensing system of claim 1 wherein the sensor
detects vibrations in the composition moving system.
6. The dispensing system of claim 1 wherein Voltage sen
sors and/or current sensors, or derived evaluations of signals
communicate through wireless transmission to a logic system
and/or memory storage have been retrofit into the dispensing
system previously lacking Voltage sensors and/or current sen
sors communicating through wireless transmission to a logic
system and/or memory storage.
7. A method of identifying levels of performance in the
edible chilled food dispensing system of claim 1 comprising:
a) chilling and cooling edible dispensable compositions.
b) moving the dispensable compositions within the system;
c) sensing at least one performance attribute of the dispens
ing System;
d) sending a signal of the at least one performance attribute
to a logic analyzer,
e) the logic analyzer determining a quality indication from
the signal of the at least one performance attribute;
f) providing an indication to a user of the edible food
dispensing system of a predetermined level of insuffi
cient performance in the at least one performance
attribute and

wherein the controller enables a touchscreen input of com
mands to the dispensing system to alter performance levels,
and upon receipt of commands at the touchscreen, perfor
mance levels of the dispensing system are altered consistent
with the commands.
8. The method of claim 7 wherein the electronic hardware

performs data analysis on a time-stamped signal to detect and
record specified undesirable performance of a chilling sys
tem.

9. The method of claim 7 wherein the electronic hardware

performs data analysis on a time-stamped signal to detect and
record specified undesirable performance of a cooling sys
tem.

10. The method of claim 7 wherein at least one sensor

detects energy usage rate of the composition moving system.
11. The method of claim 7 wherein the sensor detects

vibrations in the composition moving system.
12. The method of claim 7 wherein in a dispensing system
previously lacking Voltage sensors and/or current sensors or
derived evaluations of sensed signals are communicate
through wireless transmission to a logic system and/or
memory storage, Voltage sensors and/or current sensors com
municating through wireless transmission to a logic system
and/or memory storage are retrofit into the dispensing system
So as to transmit electric hardware performance data to a logic
system.
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13. A process of chilling, thickening and dispensing chilled
edible materials comprising:
chilling, stifling and temporarily storing edible materials
within a closed system;
dispensing chilled edible materials;
a sensor sensing power usage within the system at at least
one power usage component within the system;
sending signals from the sensor to a logic device;
identifying a status or change in at least one parameter
Selected from the group consisting of power usage, parts
speed, resistance, flow rate, binary Switching state by the
at least one power usage component;
correlating identified status or change in the at least one
parameter to operational or performance of the system;
and

identifying a deficiency in the operation and/or perfor
mance of the system by outputting a signal identifying
the deficiency;
wherein a controller automatically sends commands to com
ponents within the system to alter operation and/or perfor
mance of components to improve identified deficiencies.
14. The process of claim 13 wherein a sensor directly reads
and time stamps binary state data on at least one components
selected from the group consisting of Switches, contactors
and Solenoids

15. The dispensing system of claim 1 wherein the sensor
identifies a state of binary Switching in at least one component
of the system.
16. The dispensing system of claim 1 wherein the dispens
ing system has at least one component selected from the
group consisting of
a) a processor or other hardware that directly reads infor
mation provided from at least one sensor,
b) an electronic element that provides information derived
from information read from at least one sensor to a

second processor, the provided information selected
from the group consisting of
1. a total amount of time the system or individual com
ponents of the system have been in use:
2. an amount of total time the system has been actually
dispensing material;
3. a total and/or individual volume of chilled edible

material dispensed;
4. meantime between failures on individual components
or routine maintenance procedures;
5. a user interface enabling user input to a monitoring
system or control system for the dispensing system,
the user interface allowing modification of operation
parameters in response to information provided as
information ofb)1), b)2), b)3) and/or b)4);
c) a thin client interface enabling distal user interaction to
a monitoring system or control system for the dispensing
system via at least one communication network com
prising Ethernet, Wi-Fi, USB, or hardwire connection;
d) the processor in communication with a user interface to
present image data to present
derived information enabling visual display of real time
operational parameters of the machine or historical data of
operational parameters of the dispensing system and/or com
ponents thereof.
e) the processor configured to generate a user interface;
f) the processor configured to generate real-time and/or
historic data in a document format;

g) an operation monitoring and operation control system
configured to control peripherals directly attached to the
dispensing system;
h) an operation monitoring and operation control system
retrofitted on a dispensing system having an overridable
second control system original to the retrofitted dispens
ing System;
i) an operation monitoring and operation control system
configured to communicate with a remote server via an
external communication channel;

j) the monitoring and control system of i) configured to
accept download of software from the remote server;
k) a user interface associated at a site with the dispensing
system configured to communicate with a remote server
to request current and/or historic data, direct or derived
about a specific machine and/or site;
1) a remote server in information communication with a
processor for a dispensing system at a site where the
dispensing system is present, the remote server config
ured to generate CGI web pages that show real-time
and/or historic direct and derived data to a user;

17. A dispensing system for a chilled viscous edible com
position, the dispensing system comprising:
a storage container for the viscous edible composition;
a composition moving system;
a composition chilling system;
a cooling System;
an electromechanical system control component for assist
ing in composition moving:
an electrical input system for providing power to the com
position moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling
system and system control component;
an electrical communication network among the electrical
input system and the composition moving system(s)
chilling system, cooling system and system control
component;

a sensor for detecting at least one performance attribute
that occurs during movement of the composition by the
composition moving system;
a sensor for detecting at least one performance attribute
that occurs during chilling of the composition by the
chilling system;
a sensor for detecting at least one performance attribute
that occurs during cooling of the system by the cooling
system;

a sensor for detecting at least one performance attribute
that occurs during control of the system by the control
system;

the sensors providing signals to electronic hardware;
the electronic hardware configured to perform data analy
sis on the time-stamped signals derive to detecting and
recording specified undesirable performance of the dis
pensing system; and a controller in operational control
communication with at least the electromechanical sys
tem control component for assisting in composition
moving and the electrical input system for providing
power to the composition moving system(s), chilling
system(s), cooling system and system control compo
nent, wherein

the controller is configured to automatically receive the at
least one performance attributes and send command sig
nals to at least the electromechanical system control
component for assisting in composition moving or the
electrical input system for providing power to the com
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position moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling
system and system control component to alter perfor
mance of the electromechanical system control compo
nent for assisting in composition moving or the electri
cal input system for providing power to the composition
moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling system.
18. A method of retrofitting a first dispensing system for a
chilled Viscous edible composition, the first dispensing sys
tem comprising:
a storage container for the viscous edible composition;
a composition moving system;
a composition chilling system;
a cooling System;
an electromechanical system control component for assist
ing in composition moving:
an electrical input system for providing power to the com
position moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling
system and system control component;
an electrical communication network among the electrical
input system and the composition moving system(s)
chilling system, cooling system and a first system con
trol board;

the method comprising:
d) removing the first system control board;
e) adding at least one sensor to the first dispensing sys
tem, the at least one sensor selected from the group
consisting of
i) a sensor for detecting at least one performance
attribute that occurs during movement of the com
position by the composition moving system;
ii) a sensor for detecting at least one performance
attribute that occurs during chilling of the compo
sition by the chilling system;
iii) a sensor for detecting at least one performance
attribute that occurs during cooling of the system
by the cooling system; and
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iv) a sensor for detecting at least one performance
attribute that occurs during control of the system by
the control system;
the at least one sensor providing signals to electronic hard
Ware;

f) installing a second system control board comprising
electronic hardware to replace the first system control
board,

wherein the electronic hardware is configured to perform data
analysis on the time-stamped signals derive to detecting and
recording specified undesirable performance of the dispens
ing system; and a controller in operational control communi
cation with at least the electromechanical system control
component for assisting in composition moving and the elec
trical input system for providing power to the composition
moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling system and
system control component, and wherein
the controller is configured to automatically receive the at
least one performance attributes and send command sig
nals to at least the electromechanical system control
component for assisting in composition moving or the
electrical input system for providing power to the com
position moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling
system and system control component to alter perfor
mance of the electromechanical system control compo
nent for assisting in composition moving or the electri
cal input system for providing power to the composition
moving system(s), chilling system(s), cooling system.
19. The process of claim 18 wherein further additional
components are installed in the first dispensing system, the
additional components selected from the group consisting of
a display module with circuit board, barrel monitor circuit
board, at least one temperature probe, a current transformer
and a pressure transducer.
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